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We study here the following parabolic variational inequality: 
($9 > 
u-u +(Au,u-~)~~(F(u),u-u) Vt~(0, T), T>O 
u(x,t) < Y(x) on Q x (0, T),u(x, 0) = uO(x) in 52, u = 0 on 852 x (0, T) (1) 
Vu/u(x, t) d Y(x) on Sz x (0, T), u = 0 on cXJ x (0, T); 1.2 0, 
where A is a coercive second order differential operator; the nonlinearity F 
is non-negative, increasing, and regular; the obstacle !P is positive and 
regular on Q, a bounded domain of KY. 
We investigate the existence of solutions and their asymptotic behavior 
in relation to the steady-state solutions, that is, the solutions of the Elliptic 
Variational Inequality (E.V.I.) (2): 
(Au, v-u) > A(F(u), v-u) (2) 
V~EK;~EK={~EH~(SZ)/~~Y~~Q}. 
This E.V.I. has been studied recently, essentially from a local point of 
view 16-9, 13, 141. It is known that, for some range of A, multiple solutions 
and also turning points may occur. For any A > 0, there exists a maximal 
and a minimal solutions of (2) [6, 7, 141. 
We are specifically interested in the convergence, as t--f +co, of the 
solutions of the evolution problem (1) to the branches of solutions of the 
stationary problem (2). 
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In the case of parabolic equations of the type 
$+AU=iF(U) in Qx(0, T); 
u=Oonf3Qx(O, T); 24(x, 0) = uo(x) in R; 
with a monotone, regular, or convex non-linearity F, these questions are 
studied in several papers [ 15, 163. The methods used are mainly monotone 
methods based on subsolutions or supersolutions and comparison prin- 
ciples. 
In this paper, we extend these methods to the case of inequalities. We 
give definitions of sub- and supersolutions which are adapted to the E.V.I. 
(2) and also to the parabolic inequality (1). Then, we consider monotone 
iterative schemes issued from sub- and supersolutions of (1) and (2) and 
study the asymptotic behavior of the solution of (1). The results are the 
extension of those which are well known in the case of equations [ 15, 163. 
The paper is organized as follows: 
l in Section I, we consider the stationary problem (2). We recall 
elementary existence results, and we define sub- and supersolutions for (2). 
We characterize the maximal and minimal solutions of (2) in terms of 
extrema of a functional. Then we prove that along the maximal and mini- 
mal branches of solutions of (2) a “weak linearized stability condition” is 
satisfied. 
. in Section II, we define sub- and supersolutions for the evolution 
problem (1). Then monotone methods based on these notions are used to 
obtain an existence Theorem for (1) and comparison principles. 
l Section III is devoted to the asymptotic behavior of the solution of 
(1). We give convergence Theorems for the solution of ( 1) when the initial 
datum is first, a sub- or a supersolution of (2); second, between a sub- and 
a supersolution of (2). 
The methods and results obtained in the present article are used in a 
forthcoming paper [lo] to investigate the relations between the asymptotic 
stability and some “linearized stability” condition. 
I. THE ELLIPTIC VARIATIONAL INEQUALITY (2) 
1.1. Basic Assumptions and Existence Results 
For any I> 0, we consider the E.V.I. (2) 
a(u, II - u) 2 I(F(u), u - u) 
VUEK;UEK={~EH~(SZ)/~~YV.~,~~R}, 
(2) 
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within the following framework :
l Q is a regular bounded domain of R”, 1 d n < 4 (that is, 6Q is C’ 
and Q is locally on one side of 652). 
l a is the bilinear continuous coercive form on HA(Q), 
a, = aji E c’(a), 
and A the associated second order operator:,4 = --CFj= I ~/~x,(a,(~/~x,)). 
l The obstacle YE C*(D), is positive. 
l Let 7: [0, 1 Yl,] -+ R be a bounded positive increasing function, 
twice differentiable, y(O) > 0, f’ > 0, 7’ and f” being bounded (for sim- 
plicity, f does not depend of the space variable). The function f admits an 
extension f on R having the same properties as 7; we denote by F, F’, F” 
the Nemytskii operators on L’(Q) associated with f, f’, f”. 
In the following, ( , ) denotes the usual inner product in L*(Q), 1 1 the 
associated norm, 1 Ip the usual norm in L’(Q), llu112 = )u[* -f IVul* the usual 
norm in Hi(Q), and ( , ) defines the duality between H-‘(Q) and HA(R). 
We recall that E.V.I. (2) admits a solution whenever 120 [6,7]. 
Moreover, Y is regular thus u E W23p(Q), p 3 2 [3]. 
To prove that (2) has a solution for any 12 0, we can consider the 
iterative scheme [6, 71: 
4u ‘+I, u-up+‘)3A(F(up), u-up+‘) VVEK, u~+‘EK 
u”= Y (resp. u” = 0). 
A limit process in HA(Q), as P + +co, gives the existence of a maximal 
solution $2) (resp. a minimal solution g(n)) of (2). 
1.2. Subsolutions and Supersolutions of the Stationary Problem 
As for the equations [ 15, 163, we can introduce subsolutions and super- 
solutions for the E.V.I. (2). 
DEFINITION 1. u E H’(Q) is called a subsolution of (2) for 2 iff 
Au-;IF(u)dO 
V<Y a.e. in Q; 
U<O on 132. 
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w E H ‘(Sz) is called a supersolution of (2) for 3, iff 
(Aw-IF(w), (k-w)+)20 VkEK; 
w20 on an 
For any g E L*(0) and A 2 0, we denote by QA( g) the only solution z of 
the following E.V.I. : 
a(~, k - z) 2 W(g), k - z), zEK;VkEK. 
The operator QA: L*(Q) + Hh(SZ) is continuous and monotone (for the 
pointwise order). 
LEMMA 1. If u~H’(f2) (req. weH’(Q)) is a subsolution (resp. super- 
solution) of (2) for A then 
0 G Q,(o) (resp. w 2 Q,(w)) a.e. in 52. 
The proof is standard and is thus omitted. 
Remark 1. This definition of sub- and supersolutions is connected with 
the fixed point formulation of (2), 
(A, U) is a solution of (2) G+ u = Q,(U), 
where QA is monotone from L*(n) to L*(O) (see [l] for more general 
situations). Thus from sub- and supersolutions, we can construct, as in 
[ 11, monotone iterative schemes. This property is used in most of the 
following results. 
Examples 
l For any A >, 0, 0 is a subsolution of (2) and Y is a supersolution 
of (2). 
l Let A > 0 and w E W2,p(G?), p > 2. w is a supersolution of (2) for 
AoAw-M’(w)>0 in {x~O/w(x)<Y(x)} and w>O on 6X2; that is, 
Aw-IF(w)20 or wa Y in 51. 
For a regular function (u E I+‘2~p(G), p > 2) this definition, classical for 
the subsolution, is slightly different from the definition given in [43 for 
obstacle problems written as partial differential equations with a discon- 
tinuous non-linearity. 
l For any A 3 0 fixed, u is both a subsolution and a supersolution of 
(2) for A iff (A, u) is a solution of (2). 
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1.3. Vuriutional Properties of the Solutions of’ (2) 
If v and M’E L’(Q), we denote by K,.,,. the closed convex set of H:,(Cj]: 
K,,,,.= {z~H~(SZ)/v<zdw~ a.e. in CC?}. 
PROPOSITION 1. If v (resp. w) E H’( 0) is a subsolution (resp. supersolu- 
tion) of (2) for A, v < w a.e. on a; then the iterative process up+ ’ = Qr(vP), 
v” = v (resp. wp+ ’ = Qj,(wP), w” = w) is monotone increasing (resp. decreas- 
ing) and converges, as p r + =, a.e. on 52 and in HA(O), to a solution ,u, (resp. 
ii) of (2) for 1. Moreover ,u (resp. ii) is the minimal (resp. maximal) solutions 
of (2) in K,... 
The proof is standard. We know that up (resp. w”) is increasing (resp. 
decreasing) as pt + =, thus it converges, a.e. on 52 and in L’(Q), to ,u 
(resp. 6). As Qj, is continuous from L’(G) to HA(Q), we have g= Qj.(g) 
(resp. ii = Qi(ii)) and as Q, is monotone v < u d ii < 1%’ a.e. on Q. Let z be 
a solution of (2) for R, ZE K,,..; for any PE N, up< Q:(z) =z< wp a.e. on 
Sz. When pf + 53, weget_u<z<iia.e.onQ. 1 
PROPOSITION 2. Let J’, be the set of subsolutions of (2) for 1, and 8, the 
set of the supersolutions of (2) for i. Then the maximal (resp. minimal) solu- 
tion u(A) (resp. u(A)) of (2) for 1 is the least upper bound of xi (resp. 
greatest lower bound of ~j,). 
The proof is standard. U(,?)EX~. and if WEX~, the iterative scheme 
wp+’ = Qi(wp), w” = ~1 is increasing and converges in HA(R), as p + + cc, 
to a solution u of (2) for A, thus w < u 6 u(1.). The proof is similar for the 
minimal solution _u(E.). 1 
The maximal and minimal solutions of (2) in K,,.. (v being a subsolution 
and w a supersolution) or in K,,, can be characterized as extremals of a 
functional. 
Let h(t)=Ibf(r)d z, we denote by H the Nemytskii operator on L’(Q) 
associated with h. 
We consider the functional J: HA(G) + R defined by 
J(v) = $a(v, v) - A j,, H(v) dx. 
THEOREM 1. If v (resp. w) E W2,p(sZ), p > 2, is a subsolution (resp. super- 
solution) of (2) for 1, v < w a.e. on a, then there exists u E KU,+ such that 
J(u)=min{J(z),zEK,..}; moreover if w < Y a.e. on Sz, u is a solution of 
E.V.I. (2) for 2. 
COROLLARY 1. If v (resp. W)E W2,p(sZ), pb 2, is a subsolution (resp. 
supersolution) of (2) for 1, v < w a.e. on Sz, then E.V.Z. (2) admits a mini- 
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ma1 solution u and a maximal solution ii in K,,,. Moreover J(g) = 
min{J(z),zEK,,,} and, ifw< !P a.e. on Sz, J(fi)=min{J(z),zE&,}. 
In particular, if v = 0 and w = Y, we get : 
COROLLARY 2. For any A > 0, J@(A)) = min{ J(z), z E K,,,,,,} and 
J(W)) =min{J(z), ZE&,~,,,,}. 
These characterizations generalize to the E.V.I. case the results well 
known for equations [ 1, 15,161. The functional J appears like a Lyapunov 
functional. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The method follows an idea of [15] and is 
achieved in two steps. Let v (resp. w) E W’,P(Q) be a subsolution (resp. 
supersolution) of (2). First, we establish that the E.V.I. (*) associated with 
the convex K,,, 
a(u,k-u)>l(F(u),k-u) VkEK,,,; 
(*) 
UE K,W 
admits a solution u such that J(u) = min{ J(z), z E K,,}. Second, we remark 
that v being a subsolution, w a supersolution, w < !P a.e. on Sz, each 
solution of E.V.I. (*) is a solution of (2). 
1. v and w belong to L”(Q), so K,,, is bounded in L”(Q) and J is 
bounded below on K,,,,. 
Let p = inf{ J(z), z E K,,}. 
Classically, we consider a minimizing sequence (v,, n E N ) ; (v,, n E N ) is 
bounded in HA(a). We recall that H is continuous from L’(Q) to L’(Q) 
and the bilinear form a is weakly 1.s.c.. Thus using a subsequence (v,, n E N) 
such that v, + u as n + + cc in L2(Q) strong and H;(Q) weak, we get 
J(u)</3 with UEK,,, thus J(u)=j?. 
Moreover, J(U) = min{ J(z), z E K,,} and K,,., is a convex set * 
(J’(u), z-u)20 VZEK,,,, that is, 
a(u, z - u) 2 A(F(u), z - u) Vz E K,, A HA(Q); u E K,,. 
2. Let us interpret E.V.I. (*). 
The subsolution v and the supersolution w belong to W2,P(Q), pd 2, 
thus [3] each solution of (*) satisfies 
u~K,,,n W2~p(Q), 
Au=AF(u) in {v<u<w}, 
Au < IIF( u) in {u=w}, 
AubAF(u) in {u=v}. 
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Ifw<Ya.e.inQthenu<Ya.e.inSZ.Hence {~=Y}c{u=w}thus 
AudiF(u) in {u= Y}. 
In {u=w} n (u< Y}, we have IF(u~)<Aw=Au<AF(u) and F(u)=F(w) 
thus Au = AF( u). 
In {u=u) n {UC Y), we have I.F(u)<Au=Au<%F(u) and F(u)=F(u) 
thus Au = U’(u). 
In {u < u < w}, Au = AF(u). In conclusion 
Au=I1F(u) in {u<Y} 
Au < X(u) in {u=Y} 
us Kn W2,p(R) 
thus u satisfies (2). fl 
Proof of Corollary 1. From Proposition 1, we know that E.V.I. (2) 
admits a maximal (resp. minimal) solution ii (resp. u) in KU,,.. Moreover ii 
is a subsolution of (2) for A; if w Q Y a.e. in Q, w E W2xp(Q), p B 2, we can 
apply Theorem 1 with ii and w. Thus there exists a solution u of (2), 
u E K,,,, such that 
J(u) = inf{J(z), z E K,,..}. 
But K,,, c K,,, and il is the maximal solution of (2) in K,,, therefore u = ii 
a.e. in +C2 and J(C) = inf{J(z), z E K,,}. The proof is similar for I’. 1 
1.4. Weak Linearized Stability of the Maximal and Minimal Solutions of the 
Stationary Problem 
Let (A, u) be a solution of (2) and E = {xE~/u(x) = Y(x)} the 
coincidence set. We denote by v(A, u) the first eigenvalue of the linearized 
equation at (A, U) on 52 - E: 
~(2, u) = inf 
a(w, w)-A(F’(u)w, w) 
llwll ’ 
WEH;(Q-E), w#O 
In the study of the local behavior of E.V.I. branches [6,7, 141, we have 
introduced a first order stability condition which can be expressed, generi- 
cally, as v(A, u) > 0. 
In the case of equations Au = M’(u) in 52, u = 0 on XJ, v(A, U) > 0 is 
exactly the linearized stability condition concerning the evolution problem 
associated with the equation. Moreover, we know that on the minimal 
branch of solutions, the weak stability condition “v(l, U) 2 0” is satisfied 
[ll, 12, 161. 
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We extend this last result to the maximal and minimal branches of 
solutions of E.V.I. (2). 
We recall that U(i) (resp. ~(1)) denotes the maximal (resp. minimal) 
solution of (2) for i. 
THEOREM 2. Let 1>0 such that {g(n)=Y}#@ (resp. {U(3L)=Y}#@), 
then v(,l, g(l))>,0 (resp. v(n, ti(n))aO). 
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is, as for the equations [lS], based on 
the characterizations of ~(1) and $1) as extremals of J [Corollary 2). 
Let ,? > 0 such that {u(n) = Y} = E # @21; for simplicity, we set u = u(A). 
The proof is similar for G(1). 
1. Since Au = IF(u) in Q -E, u > 0 in Q-E, u E W2*p(Q), p 2 2, we 
get u > 0 in Q-E, by the strong maximum principle. 
2. Let ~E~(Q-E), 8>0 in R-E. As UEC(Q-E), ~20 in Q, 
u>O in Q-E, there exists s,>O such that VO<E<E~ u--s030 in G? 
Thus u - ~0 f K,,, and [Corollary 21 J(U) < J( u - se). 
As J is twice differentiable, 
J(u-Ee)=J(U)-&(J’(U), e)+$r+)e, e)+2#(&, e) 
with $(E, 6) --) 0 when E .+ 0. But (J'(U), 0) = jnME (AU - 13F(u))8 dx = 0 as 
(1, U) is a solution of (2) and (J”(u)& @=a(@ 0)-l(F’(u)f?, (3). When 
~-0, we have a(0,0)-1(F’(u)B,e)30 VeEg(Q-E), 820. Let 
8E9(52-E), e=e+ -e-, as a(e+,O-)=o, we get a(e,e)- 
n(Fyu)e, e) 2 0 V8E9(SZ-E) and by a density argument 
ve E H#2 - E). 1 
II. THE PARABOLIC VARIATIONAL INEQUALITY (1) 
Let u0 E L2(sZ), u0 < Y a.e. in Sz, T > 0, and 12 0, we consider the follow- 
ing parabolic variational inequality : 
($3 > U--U +a(% o-u)>l(F(u), u-u) a.e. in 10, T[, 
Vu E L2(0, T; HA(Q)), u(x, t) < Y(x) a.e. in Q x 10, T[, 
u E W(0, T), u(x, t) < Y(x) a.e. in Sz x 10, T[, 
u(x, 0) = 24()(x) a.e. in Q; 
(1) 
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with the same assumptions as in Section I and 
W(0, T) = (ZE L’(O, T; H;(Q))/(dz/dt) E L’(O, T; H-‘(O))}. 
Let us notice that, for any u0 E L’(Q), u0 6 ‘I/ a.e. in Q, T> 0 and ,i. 3 0, 
the evolution problem (1) possesses, at most, one solution on (0, T). 
In fact, if U, and u2 are solutions of (1) for 1. on (0, T) and )C = U, - u2, 
we have 
+a(~, wGA(F(u2)--F(ul), w)=i,(F’(<)w, w). 
Applying Gronwall’s lemma, we get w = 0 a.e. in B x (0, T). 
As for the stationary problem, we introduce subsolutions and super- 
solutions. 
11.1. Subsolutions and Supersolutions of the Evolution Problem 
DEFINITION 2. Let u0 E L2(Q), u,, Q !P a.e. in a, T > 0, and J. > 0 given. 
We denote by V(0, T) = {z E L2(0, T; H’(SZ))/(dz/dt) E L2(0, T; H-‘(R)) 
and z( ., 0) E L’(Q)}. 
VE V(0, T) is a subsolution of (1) for u0 and 1, on (0, T) iff 
dv 
dt+Av-~F(v)<O for a.e. t E (0, T), 
v(x, t) < Y(x) a.e. in Q x (0, T), 
u/&2 x (0, T) < 0, 
4x, 0) d uob) a.e. in Q. 
w E V(0, T) is a supersolution of (1) for u0 and 1 on (0, T) iff 
( 
$+Aw-C(w), (k-w)’ 20 
i 
a.e. in (0, T), Vke K, 
w/al2 x (0, T) 3 0, 
4x9 0) 3 43(x) a.e. in Q. 
As in the stationary case, we can develop monotone iterative schemes and 
extend to the E.V.I. case the existence and comparison theorems which are 
well known for equations [ 1, 15, 161. 
Let USE L’(Q), u0 < Y a.e. in Q, T> 0, and gE L2(0, T; L’(Q)). The 
following evolution variational inequality admits a unique solution u 
denoted Qj.( T, g, ug) [3, 51: 
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($v-u)+a(u,v-24)>i_(F(g),v-24) a.e. in 10, T[ 
Vu E L’(O, T; H;(Q)), v(x, t) < Y(x) a.e. in Sz x 10, T[ 
u E W(0, T), 4x, t) d Y(x) a.e. in Sz x 10, T[, 
4x7 0) = uo(x) a.e. in L? 
When Q,( T, g, uO) exists for each T> 0, for instance when g is independent 
of t and g E L’(n), we denote by Q,(g, uO) the solution defined over 
52 x (0, co). 
As f is increasing, the mappings g E L2(0, T; L2(sZ)) + QA( T, g, uO) E 
W(0, T) and u0 E L2(Q), u0 < Y+ Q,( T, g, uO) E W(0, T) are monotone 
increasing (for the pointwise order). 
LEMMA 2. Let u. E L2(s2), u. d Y a.e. in 52, T > 0, and A> 0 fixed. If v 
(resp. w) E I/(0, T) is a subsolution (resp. supersolution) of (1) for u. and A 
on (0, T) then v < QJT, v, uo) (resp. w > &(T, w, uo)) a.e. in n x (0, T). 
The proof is standard and thus omitted. 
Examples 
1. 0 (resp. Y) is a subsolution (resp. supersolution) of the stationary 
problem (2) and of the evolution problem (1) for any ;1> 0, T> 0, when 
0 < u. < Y (resp. u0 d Y) a.e. in CL?. 
2. If v (resp. w) E H’(a) is a subsolution (resp. supersolution) of the 
stationary problem (2) for J then, for any initial datum USE L’(n), 
v < u. d Y a.e. in Sz (resp. u. d w and u. < Y a.e. in Sz then v (resp. w) is 
a sub- (resp. super) solution of the evolution problem (1) for II and uo, on 
(0, T) t’T>O. 
II.2 Comparison Principles 
As for the equations, starting from a subsolution or a supersolution of 
(1 ), we define monotone iterative schemes. They are used to prove that 
between a subsolution and a supersolution, the evolution variational 
inequality (1) admits one and only one solution. 
THEOREM 3. Let u. E L*(Q), u. < Y a.e. in R, T> 0, and I 2 0 fixed. Zf 
v (resp. w) E T/(0, T) is a subsolution (resp. supersolution) of (1) for 1 and u. 
on (0, T), v(x, t) < w(x, t) a.e. on a x 10, T[, then the eoolution variational 
inequality ( 1) possesses one and only one solution u E W(0, T), 
u(x, t) G u(x, t) < w(x, t) a.e. on ~2 x IO, T[. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We consider the iterative schemes 
up+’ = QJ T, up, u,), v” = v, PEN 
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and 
w*+ 1 = &(T, w*, u,), p$‘” =M ) pE N. 
As v is a subsolution of (l), the sequence (v*, p E N) is monotone increas- 
ing ; similarly, the sequence ( wp, p E N ) is monotone decreasing and 
v<v*<w*<w a.e. onRx]O, T[ VppN. Sou*+u, whenpt +co, a.e. in 
52 x (0, T) and in L2(0, T; L2(52)). The mapping g E L’(O, T; L2(sZ)) + 
Q,( T, g, uO) E L2(0, T; L’(G)) being continuous, up+’ = Q( T, up, uO) + 
Q,( T, U, uO) in L2(0, T; L’(a)) as p t +cc, thus u = QA(T, u, u,,) a.e. in 
Q x (0, T); u is the only solution of (1) for 2 and u0 on (0, T) and we have 
u(x, t) < v(x, t) < w(x, t) a.e. in a x (0, T). 
The sequence (wP, p E N ) being monotone decreasing, it converges also 
to u whenpf SKI. 1 
For instance, we can consider subsolutions and supersolutions of the 
stationary problem (2) ; we have the following result : 
COROLLARY 3. Let v (resp. W)E H’(Q) be a subsolution (resp. super- 
solution) of the stationary problem (2) for A, v(x) < w(x) a.e. on Sz. Then, for 
any T>O and any initial datum Z+,E L2(sZ), u0 6 !P a.e. on 52 and 
v(x) < u,,(x) < w(x) a.e. on Q, the eoolution variational inequality (1) admits 
one and only one solution u for II on (0, T), v(x) < u(x, t) < w(x) a.e. on 
52 x 10, T[. 
In particular, tf u0 E L’(Q), 0 6 u,, < !P a.e. in R, (1) admits one and only 
one solution u for A and u0 on (0, T), VA 2 0, VT > 0, 0 d u(x, t) < Y(x) a.e. 
on IR x 10, T[. 
Remark 2. Theorem 3 is still true if we suppose only that v and 
w E L2(0, T; L2(52)) and satisfy v < QL( T, v, uO) and w > Q,( T, w, u,,) a.e. in 
52 x (0, T) with v(x, t) < w(x, t) a.e. in Sz x (0, T). 
We give a comparison principle for the solutions of (1) with various 
initial functions. This result is based on the monotone iterative schemes 
issued from sub- and supersolutions. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let u0 E L’(Q), v0 E L2(52) such that 0 < u,, d v0 d !P a.e. 
on 1;2. Then, for any T> 0, II 2 0, if u(x, t) (resp. v(x, t)) denotes the solution 
of (1) for I and u0 (resp. v,,) on (0, T) we have u(x, t) < v(x, t) a.e. on 
i-2 x (0, T). 
Proof of Proposition 3. 0 being a subsolution of (1) for ,I and u,, or v0 
on (0, T), the iterative processes hpfl = QA(T, hP, u,), h’=O, and 
kP”=QA(T,kp, u,), k” = 0, are increasing as p t + co and converge respec- 
tively to u and v, as p r +co, in L*(O, T; L*(a)). The mappings 
u0 + Q,( T, g, uo) and g + Qi( T, g, uo) are increasing, so hP < kP a.e. on 
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f2 x 10, T[ VIE N. As p + +oo, we get U(X, t) <u(x, t) a.e. on 
QXIO, n. I 
These comparison results are used to investigate the asymptotic behavior 
of the solution u of (1) defined on Sz x (0, co) (see Section 111.2). They are 
also useful in [lo] to study the stability of the solutions of E.V.I. (2). 
III. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE SOLUTION u 
OF (1) WHEN t+ +oo 
111.1. Monotone Convergence of u(x, t) When t --f +oo 
Let 6 E R+, we denote by r5 the translation operator 
(TbU)(X, t) = 4% t + 6), u E L2(0, T; L2(s2)). 
LEMMA 3. Let u E L’(O, T; L2(12)), 0 < 6 < T, and u0 E L’(G), u0 < !P ae. 
on Sz ; then the following shif formula is valid: 
TdQj.(T, ‘J, UO)= Qj.(T-6, T~SU, Q>.(T, u, UO)(., 6)) 
a.e.onl2x(O, T-6)Vil>O. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Let z = Qj,(T, U, u,,) and w=r,z; then 
w E W(0, T- 6) and w(x, 0) = z(x, 6) = QA( T, v, u,)(x, 6). 
For any kE L2(0, T- 6; HA(Q)) such that k(x, t)< Y(x) a.e. on 
R x (0, T- 6), we have 
= $(., t+S), h(., t+6)-z(., t+d)) 
+a@(., t+S), h(., t+8)-z(., t+s)) 
21 .r sz f(u(x, t+b))(h(x, t+6)-z(x, t+6))dx 
= W(t,u), k(., t) - w(t.3 t)) a.e. on 52 x (0, T- 6), 
with h(x, s) = k(x, s - 6) Vs E IS, T] and h(x, s) = k(x, 0) t/s E [0, S] if 
k( -, 0) < Y a.e. on 52; if not, there exists toe (0, T) such that k(x, to) < Y(x) 
a.e. on 0 and k( ., to)e HA(a); we set h(x, s) = k(x, t,) VSE [0, S]; thus 
k E L’(O, T; IfA(lJ)), h(x, t) < Y(x) a.e. on IR x 10, T[. 
The above variational inequality admits a unique solution, thus 
w=Q;.(T-6, T~U, Q,(T, U, ~,)(.,a)) a.e. on 52x10, T-SC. 1 
409/140/l-5 
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When the initial datum u0 is a subsolution or a supersolution of (1) 
or (2) the solution u(x, 1) of (1) exists for any t > 0, and is, as for the 
equations [ 161, monotone in t. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let E, > 0 fixed and v E L2(sZ) such that v < Qj,( T, v, v) 
(resp. v > Q,( T, v, v) and v < Y) a.e. on 52 x (0, T) VT> 0. Then the solution 
u(x, t) qf the evolution problem (1) with initial datum u. = v, defined on 
52 x (0, co), is monotone increasing (resp. decreasing) in t. 
COROLLARY 4. Let v be a subsolution (resp. a supersolution, v < Y a.e. 
on 0) of the stationary problem (2) for A, then the solution u(x, t) of (1) with 
initial datum u. = v is monotone increasing (resp. decreasing) in t. 
In fact, v E H’(Q) subsolution (resp. supersolution) of (2) for A implies 
that v < QJ T, v, v) (resp. v 3 Qz( T, v, v)) a.e. on 1;2 x (0, T) VT> 0. 
Proof of Proposition 4. 1. Let v E L’(G) such that v Q QJT, v, v) a.e. 
on n x (0, T) VT>O. As Qi(T, Y, v) < !P a.e. on Sz x (0, T) VT>0 and 
v < Y a.e. on Sz, Inequality (1) admits [Theorem 3, Remark 21 one and 
only one solution u(x, t) for u0 = u and v(x) < u(x, t) d Y(x) a.e. on 
Qx (0, co), u(x, O)=v(x) a.e. on 52. 
1.1. We prove that, for 6 > 0 fixed, if h = tg u we have 
h>Q,(T,h,u,) a.e. on ax(O, T) VT>O. In fact u=Q,(T,u,u,) a.e. on 
nx(O,T)VT>Othush=5,u=Qi(T-6,r,u,u(.,6))a.e.onSZx(O,T-6) 
VT>O. We know that uo(x)= v(x)<u(x, t)< Y(x) a.e. on $2 x 10, T[ 
and UE C(0, T; L’(a)) [2, 31 thus u( ., 6) 2 u. a.e. on 52. The operator 
u. -+ Q,( T - 6, h, uo) being monotone increasing, h > Q,( T - 6, h, uo) a.e. 
on sZx(0, T-6) VT>>. 
1.2. Finally, for u. = v, h 2 QJT, h, uo) a.e. on Sz x (0, T) VT> 0, 
v < Q,( T, v, uo) a.e. on Sz x (0, T) VT> 0 and we have v(x) < h(x, t) < Y(x) 
a.e. on Sz x (0, T) VT> 0. Thus Inequality (1) admits, for u. = v, one and 
only one solution between v and h [Theorem 3, Remark 2); this solution 
is necessarily u and we have 
v(x) < ;(x, t) < h(x, t) = u(x, t + 6) a.e. on 52 x (0, T) VT> 0. 
2. The proof is similar, when v 2 Ql( T, v, v) a.e. on 52 x (0, T) VT> 0. 
In fact, we have v 2 Qj.(T, v, v) a.e. on Sz x (0, T) VT> 0, v 20 a.e. on a 
and 0 < QJT, 0, v) a.e. on Sz x (0, T) VT>0 . Thus (1) admits one and 
only one solution u for u0 = v on (0, T) VT> 0; 0 < u(x, t) <v(x) a.e. on 
52 x (0, T). We prove, as in point 1, that V6 >O, z,u< QA(T--6, T~U, uo) 
a.e. on 8x(0, T-6) VT>O. 
Thus h = rbu satisfies h G Q,( T, h, uo) a.e. on 52 x (0, T) VT> 0 and 
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u > Q>.(T, u, v) a.e. on L2 x (0, 7’) with 0 < h(x, t) < v(x) a.e. on L2 x (0, T) 
VT> 0. This implies that u is the only solution of (1 ), for u0 = u, between 
h and u. Thus u(x, t + 6) < u(x, t) a.e. on Sz x (0, co) V6 > 0. 1 
In addition to this property of monotone convergence, we prove that the 
limit of u(x, t) as t + +CC is a solution of the elliptic variational inequality 
(2). 
THEOREM 4. Let 1, >O fixed and u E L2(52) such that u Q QA(T, u, u) 
(resp. u 2 QJ T, u, u) and u < Y) a.e. on s2 x (0, T) VT > 0. Then the solution 
u(x, t) of (1) with initial datum u0 = u is increasing (resp. decreasing) and 
converges, when t + +co, a.e. in J2, in L*(Q), to a solution ii of the station- 
ary problem (2) for A. Moreover, if v E Hh(C?) n Wz9*(s2), u( ., t) + li in 
L”(Q) when t-+ +co. 
Proof of Theorem 4. We suppose that v G Qi,( T, v, v) a.e. on D x (0, T) 
VT> 0 (the proof is similar when u > Q,( T, u, u) and v < Y a.e. on 
Q x (0, T) VT>O). 
We denote by u(x, t) the solution of (1) for u,, = v on L2 x (0, 0~)). By 
Proposition 4, t + u(x, t) is monotone increasing and v(x) < U(X, t) < Y’(x) 
a.e. on a. So u(x, t) + B(x) a.e. on 52 when t + +co and in L2(12) as u and 
YE L*(G). 
1. Moreover (l/T) fc U(X, t) dt + z?(x) a.e. on 52 and in L’(Q) when 
TT’” (classical proof). 
2. We denote by z the solution of the variational inequality: 
a(z, k -z) > A(F(ti), k -2) Vk E K; z E K. We prove first that 
1 T ?Jb lb-4.9 t)l12dt+0 when T-+ +co. 
In fact, we have 
($,z--u)+a(u,z-U)>I.(F(u),z-u) a.e.on]O, T[ 
and 
a(z, 24 - z) 3 A(F( z?), 24 - z) a.e. on 10, T[ 
thus 
(-$z---u),z--~)+a(z--u,z--u) 
< A(F(u) - F(G), z - u) a.e. on IO, T[. 
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Integrate this inequality between 0 and T> 0, divide by T, and it becomes 
1 T 
yl 
0 
a(z-u,z-~)dt++~,z-u(., T)~2-~Tlz-u(-;O)~2 
<~~07’(F(u)-F(ti),z-u)dt. 
If CI denotes a coercivity constant for the bilinear form a, we have 
The mapping F is continuous from L2(52) to L2(Q) thus, F(u)( ., t) --t F(C) 
in L’(Q) when t+ +co and (l/T)jlIF(u)-F(zi)Idt-+O when T+ +ar, 
(classical proof). In conclusion, (l/T) jr llz - u( ., t)l12 dt + 0 when 
T-+ +co. 
3. Let us prove now that li = z a.e. on Sz. Let r E HA(Q) n W2~2(Q) 
there exists K> 0 such that 
thus (l/T) sl a(r, z - U) dt + 0 as T+ +co. On the other hand, 
(l/T) !,‘a(<, z - ~1 dt = (At, z) - (At, (l/T) joT UC., t) dt) + (At, z - fi) 
when T+ +co. 
Thus, Vl E HA(Q) n W2,2(Q), (At, z - a) = 0. In particular, if q E L’(Q) 
and 5 is the solution of At = 7 in Sz, 5 = 0 on 8Q, < E HA(G) n W2~2(L?), we 
have (q,z-ti)=O; so z=ti a.e. on Q. 
4. We suppose now that v E HA(Q) n W2”(Q). Then the regularity 
results for the solutions of parabolic variational inequalities imply Vt > 0, 
u( ., t)~ W2~2(Q)c C(a) [2, 33, ti is a solution of (1) thus tin C(Q) [3], Q 
is a compact set of R” and u(x, t) r a(x) when t -+ +co. So, in applying 
Dini’s Theorem, u( ., t) + li in L”(Q) when t + +co. 1 
111.2. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF u(x, t) WHEN t + +co 
If VE H’(Q) is a subsolution (resp. supersolution) of the stationary 
problem (2) for 120, then VT>0, v< Q;,(T, v, v) (resp. v> Qj.(T, v, v)) a.e. 
on Q x (0, T). The monotone convergence result for the solution u(x, t) of 
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(1) with initial function u0 = v [Theorem 41 is valid. But, in this case, we 
can characterize the limit of u( ., t). More precisely: 
PROPOSITION 5. Let I > 0 fixed and v (resp. w) E H’(Q) a subsolution 
(resp. supersolution, w < Y a.e. on Sz) of the stationary problem (2) for A. 
Then 
1. The solution v(x, t) of (1) with initial datum u,, = v is increasing and 
converges, when t 7 +oo, a.e. and in L’(Q) to ,u, the minimal solution of (2) 
in K,,Y. 
2. The solution w(x, t) of (1) with initial datum u,, = w is decreasing 
and converges, when t t +co, a.e. and in L’(O) to ii, the maximal solution of 
(2) in K,,.,. 
Proof of Proposition 5. We suppose u0 = v (the proof is similar when 
u0 = w). The solution v(x, t) of (1) for u0 = v is increasing as t t +co and 
converges to u [Theorem 41, we have v(x) < v(x, t) < Y(x) a.e. on 
Qx(O, T) VT>O. 
Let z be a solution of (2) for I, z E K,,F; z is a supersolution of (1) for 
1” and u,,= v. From the existence Theorem [Theorem 31, we get 
v(x) < v(x, t) d z(x) a.e. on 52 x (0, T) VT>O. Thus, when t 1 +co, we have 
g(x) < z(x) a.e. on Q. 1 
When the initial datum u,, is between a subsolution v and a supersolution 
w of the stationary problem (2), from the comparison principle [Proposi- 
tion 31 we know that the solution u(x, t) of (1) for u0 on 52 x (0, co) is 
between u(x, t) and V(X, t). 
But between ,u and ii (defined above), there may be other solutions of the 
stationary problem (2). 
We have a convergence result for u(x, t) as t -+ +CC when ,u = ii a.e. 
on 52: 
PROPOSITION 6. Let 1 B 0 fixed and v (resp. w) E H’(a) a subsolution 
(resp. supersolution) of the stationary problem (2) for A. We suppose that 
O<vbw< !P a.e. on CI and lim,, +ao QT(v)=lim,, +ao Qf(w)=ti. Then 
for any initial datum uO, v < u,, < w ae. on Sz, the solution u(x, t) of (1) for 
A and u0 on G? x (0, co) converges as t + +co to ii in L’(G). Moreover, if v 
and w belong to HA(G) n W2,*(sZ), u( ., t) + li in L”(Q). 
This proposition, gives, in this special case, an asymptotic stability result 
for ti. 
Proof of Proposition 6. From Proposition 3, we know that v(x, t) d 
u(x, t) < w(x, t) a.e. on Q x (0, T) VT> 0, where v(x, t) (resp. w(x, t)) is the 
solution of (1) with uO= v (resp. u,,= w). But v(x, t) + p(x) a.e. on Q, 
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w(x, t) -+ ii(x) when t --t + cc a.e. on f2 [Proposition 51. As u = lim, Q;(c) 
and 17 = lim, Qj’( WI) [Proposition 11, we have g = 17 = C a.e. on J2 and 
u(.,t)+ti, when t+ see a.e. onG! 1 
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